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••JoJoKeKe’s Herpetology••
Exam
(SSSS)

2:30 to be given at each
station-

B/C

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 1:
1.) What is the family & genus of the shown organism? (2 pts.)
2.) Give one example of sexual dimorphism within this species.
(1pt.)
3.) Name two defense strategies employed by this creature to
defend against potential predators? ( 2 pts.)
4.) This specimen is oviparous. What does this mean? (1 pt.)
5.) What is, on average, the lifespan of this specimen in the wild?
(1pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 2:
1.) Identify the family of the pictured creature.
(1 pt.)

(

(1

2.) Given one alternate name for this creature that
is not on the Official List. (1 pt.)
3.) Fossils found of this specimen show what about
it’s geographic distribution? What epoch are these
fossils from? (2 pts.)

i

4.) Where does it lay its eggs? (1 pt.)
5.)Are they carnivores, herbivores, or omnivores? Give 2 examples of eaten foods. ( 2 pts.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 3:

A

1.) Identify specimen A to its family. (1 pt.)
2.) True or False: Specimen A & B are in the same
family. (1 pt.)

f

3.) Analysis of scent in most snakes is done through
flicking of the tongue. This scent is relayed to what
organ? (2 pts.)
4.) Specimen B often hibernates in the winter. Give 2
possible locations where this might occur. (2 pts.)
5.) True or False: Other members in the family of
specimen A have similar coloring. (1 pt.)

B

Station total: 8 pts.

Station 4:
Match each numbered word with its corresponding definition: (1 pt. each)
1.) Cirrus

a.) The membrane sac; stores nitrogenous waste in an egg

2.) Fossorial

b.) An adjective which means adapted for digging or
burrowing

3.) Pheromone

c.) In turtles, the scutes on the outer edge of the carapace.

4.) Carapace

d.) In tadpoles, an opening to the outside from the gill
chamber.

5.) Allantois

e.) A substance secreted by an individual that influences a
physiological or behavioral response from another individual
of the same species.

6.) Cloaca
7.) Marginals

f.) The common opening for reproduction and waste
excretion.

8.) Spiracle

g.) In some salamanders, the pair of slender appendages
protruding from the front of the upper lip.
h.) In turtles, the upper portion of the shell.

Station total: 8 pts.

Station 5:
1.) Identify the genus & family of this specimen. (2 pts.)
2.) Are most classified under the same family as the specimen below arboreal or
ground-dwelling? (1 pt.)
3.) In what part of the United States would you most likely find this creature? (1 pt.)
4.) True or False: This specimen has toe pads. (1 pt.)
5.) Provide a brief description of where you might find this
frog in the United States. Be sure to include at least 3
characteristics (3 pts.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 6:
1.) On what family might you find the structures labeled A?
(1 pt.)

A

2.) What is the name for these structures? (2 pts.)
3.) These structures are also found on other non-reptiles
throughout the Animal Kingdom. What makes its use in
reptiles different? ( 2 pts.)
4.) The creatures that have the above appendages can also be described as polyphyodont.
What does this mean? (1 pt.)
5.) True or False: The creatures implied in question 1 are diurnal. (1 pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 7:
1.)

The eggs shown were most probably laid by what family
on the Official List? ( 1 pt.)

2.) What is the a commonality between the conservation status
of each of the genera within this family? (1 pt.)
3.) Give a range of the time it takes for the creatures found in
this egg to become sexually mature? (2 pts.)
4.) If these eggs develop under slightly warmer than average temperatures, what might the
result be? (2 pts.)
5.) Approximately how many eggs can you expect to find in this clutch (not all shown)?
(1 pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 8:
1.) Give the common name of the shown creature. ( 1 pt.)
2.) During what epoch did the depicted specimen first exist? (1 pt.)
3.) Give 2 alternate names for this creature. ( 2 pts.)
4.) True or False: You would find this creature in a rapidly moving stream. (1 pt.)
5.) Name 3 states where the specimen is found. (2 pts.)

Station total: 6 pts.

Station 9:
1.) Identify the family & genus of specimen A. ( 2 pts.)
2.) What is the common name of this snake? ( 1 pt.)
3.) True or False: The snake to the right has venom
dangerous to humans. ( 1 pt.)
4.) Some farmers consider this specific snake to be useful.
Why? ( 1 pt.)
5.) What is the difference between poisonous & venomous? ( 1 pt.)

Station total: 6 pts.

Station 10:
1.) What era is known as the “Age of Reptiles”? ( 1 pt.)
2.) Give the time frame in which this era took place.
(1 pt.)
3.) During what Geologic period were reptiles thought
to have first appeared (2 pts.)
4.) Reptiles in order Sphenodontia first arose during the
mid-Triassic period. What is the common name of the
only remaining genus from this order? ( 1 pt.)
5.) Were dinosaurs more closely related to modern-day birds or reptiles? ( 1 pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 11:
A

1.) What is the common name of the turtle pictured below? (1 pt.)
2.) Which map, A or B, shows the geographic
distribution of the creature featured to the right? (1pt.)
3.) How might you be able to identify this specimen
against other closely-resembled turtles? ( 2 pts.)
4.) Popularity of turtles as pets quickly declined after
the 1970s. Why is this? ( 1 pt.)
5.) What is the “4-inch Law”? ( 2 pts.)

B

Station total: 6 pts.

Station 12:
1.) What is the name of structure #3? ( 1 pt.)
2.) Arrow #5 is pointing to what structure? (1 pt.)
3.) The structure in #2 shows that this tadpole is classified as what? ( 1 pt.)
4.) Give the genus name of one type of tadpole that is semi-terrestrial? (2 pts.)
5.) What is one country where tadpoles are eaten in a popular dish? ( 1 pt.)

5

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 13:
1.) What other family of turtle could this one be difficult to distinguish from? ( 1 pt.)
2.) How can you tell the difference from the family
referenced in question #1? ( 1 pt.)
3.) What time of year do these turtles make nests?
(2 pts.)
4.) Are these turtles omnivores, herbivores, or
carnivores? Give some examples of foods they might
eat. (2 pts.)
5.) Name the state where this turtle would be classified as “state threatened”? ( 1 pt.)
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Station 14:

1. Which map, A or B, represents the distribution map of alligator lizards?
(1 pt.)
2.) What substance will cause an axolotl to metamorphose more quickly? ( 2 pts.)
B

3.) Two functions of the parietal eye on some reptiles are… ( 2 pts.)
4.) What is the name for the eardrum on some reptiles such as an
iguana? ( 1 pt.)
5.) Scutes are comprised of what protein? ( 1 pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.
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Station total: 8 pts.
1

4

Station 15:
2

5

ID each specimen by common name
according to the Official List using the
most specific name possible(Questions 3 & 5 - 2 pts; 1,2,3, & 6 - 1
pt.)
3

6

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 16:
1.)

Identify the family of the specimen featured below. ( 1 pt.)

2.) True or False: The family of this specimen has the most
genera of any frog family. (1 pt.)
3.) Identify one unique aspect of the family in question 1’s
reproduction. ( 2 pts.)
4.) Name one biome where you might find the frog to the
right ( 2 pts.)
5.) In what 2 specific countries might you find the unique reproductive characteristic
alluded to in question number 3? ( 1 pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 17:
1.) Identify the genus of this lizard. ( 1 pt.)
2.) Is this specimen likely male or female? ( 1 pt.)
3.) What feature led you to your conclusion in question #2?
(2 pts.)
4.) Hypothesize why this creature might turn to a darker color
during the winter. (2 pts.)
5.) Typically, how many eggs are in a clutch from this lizard? ( 1 pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 18:
1.) Identify the family of this creature ( 1 pt.)
2.) How do you distinguish it from other relatives in its
family? ( 2 pts.)
3.) When is the mating season for this creature? ( 1 pt.)
4.) Within how many days is sex determined during
incubation for this specimen? ( 2 pts.)
5.) What is one difference in appearance that juveniles show in contrast to adults for the
above creature? ( 1 pt.)

Station total: 7 pts.

Station 19:
1.) What word is used to describe a fluctuation in body temperature? (1 pt.)
2.) What is the scientific term for “Cold-blooded”? ( 1 pt.)
3.) How might the carrying capacity of a reptile compare to its warm-blooded counterpart
in a given environment? ( 2 pt.)
4.) Why do some reptiles require UVB rays in addition to the presence of heat to survive? (
2 pts.)
5.) What is a common disease obtained by reptiles in captivity due to an inadequate
amount of heat? ( 1 pt.)

Station total: 6 pts.

Station 20:
1.) What is the genus of this snake? ( 1 pt.)
2.) True or False: You can find this snake in the United States.
( 1 pt.)
3.) Name two types of snakes that might predate on this one.
(2 pts.)
4.) True or False: When dead, these snakes turn brown. ( 1 pt.)
5.) Is this snake viviparous, oviparous, or ovoviparous? ( 1 pt.)

You have 2 minutes to check over and
change your answers before turning in
your test. You may not go back and see
past slides.
Thanks and have a nice day!

